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2. DETAILED EXAMPLE
Abstract: A sign language (SL) is a visual language which
uses manual communication and body language to convey
meaning instead of acoustically conveyed sound patterns. SL
is the communication mode among Deaf people. Different
Sign languages according to different communities. One of
the most widely used sign language is the American Sign
Language (ASL). Translation between any pair of languages
need many requirements, such as parallel dictionary,
grammar rules, displaying tool. The proposed algorithms
designed for testing of such systems, that their input English
text and produces ASL by passing into stages of processing. In
order to build automatic translation system, a large dictionary
has been built that contains ASL word with its corresponding
movie. In order to evaluate the proposed grammar, English _
ASl corpus has been built. Good results have been obtained by
evaluating the main stage of the system according to accuracy
and time. Using Python programming language has the main
contribution in producing good results. It provides the using
of NLTK in addition to provide reducing time consuming.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Machine Translation (MT): is the use of computers to
automate some or all of the process of translating from one
language to another. Translation, in its full generality, is a
difficult and intensely human endeavor, as rich as any
other area of human creativity [Dan, 07]. The proposed
MT system that translates English text into ASL. The
system is fully automatic. The proposed system is
considered to be bilingual unidirectional system since the
translation is between the English language and the ASL,
in one direction from English to ASL [Jon, 94].
ASL is a visual language expressed through hand
gestures and facial expressions. It is a language used by
many Deaf, hearing-impaired and hearing people in
North American [Hue, 05], [Cok, 94]. ASL has its own
grammar, sentence construction, style, and regional
variations and other characteristics that define any
language[Mar, 09], [Ric, 99]. ASL, as any Sign
Language, has a form of fingerspell. Fingerspelling is the
process of spelling out words by using signs that
correspond to the letters of the word [Asm, 15]. In many
ways finger spelling serves as a bridge between the sign
language and the oral language that surrounds it [Eli, 03]
, [Wil, 11].

Tracking an Input English sentence, applying the
system processing steps, and then producing output.
The system consists of three stages. The output of one
stage used as an input to the next stage.

a. Getting Input English Sentence
English_ sentence :"I always depend on my wife, Nada,
in keeping the house budget."

b. First stage is the NLP stage. Several sub stages
have been applied in order to produce the POS tags for
each word.
Stage-Input = :"I always depend on my wife, Nada, in
keeping the house budget."
Stage-Output = [(I, PRP),(always, RB),(depend
,VBP),(on, IN),(my, PRP$),(wife, NN),(Nada,
NNP),(in, IN),(keeping,
VBG), (the, DT),(house,
NN), (budget, NN)]

c. Second stage is the translation stage. Several sub
stages have been applied in order to produce the ASL
sentence that produced depending on input sentence
and the POS tags that has been produced from the first
stage.
Stage-Input = [(I, PRP),(always, RB),(depend
,VBP),(on, IN),(my, PRP$),(wife, NN),(Nada,
NNP),(in, IN),(keeping, VBG),
(the, DT),(house, NN), (budget,
NN)]
Stage-Output= ['I',
'ALWAYS', 'DEPEND', 'MY',
'WIFE', 'NADA', 'KEEPING',
'HOUSE', 'BUDGET']

d. Third stage is the matching stage. Several sub stages
have been applied in order to produce the series of movies
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that represent ASL sentence that has been produced as an
output of the second stage, by searching the large
dictionary constructed in offline mode. Figure (1) and
figure (2) represent the show of one of the movies in the
ASL sentence. If there is no movie corresponds to
some ASL words, a fingerspell image produced to
represent the dictionary missing words. Figure (3)
shows a fingerspell image for the word "Nada", since it
is a proper noun that cannot be found in the dictionary.

Figure ( 3 ): Fingerspell Image
3. SYSTEM EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
The proposed system has been evaluated as any
translation system according to the evaluation factor of
accuracy. The proposed grammar is the main part of
the system to be evaluated.
Figure (1) : One of the ASL movies
Stage-Intput= ['I', 'ALWAYS',
'DEPEND', 'MY', 'WIFE',
'NADA', 'KEEPING', 'HOUSE',
'BUDGET']
Stage-Output= ['D:\program\Movies\sign_1276.mov',
'D:\program\Movies\sign_
0496.mov',
'D:\program\Movies\sign_
1392.mov',
'D:\program\Movies\sign_
2667.mov',
'D:\program\data\fingersp
ell1.png',
'D:\program\Movies\sign_
1066.mov',
'D:\program\Movies\sign_
0920.mov',
'D:\program\Movies\sign_
0294.mov']

Figure (2): Another ASL movie

e. Displaying the output. Figures (1) and (2) show the
display of a scene of one movie of the video series. While
figure (3) shows the displaying of the fingerspell image for
the word "Nada" that could not be found in the dictionary.
Volume 6, Issue 2, March –April 2017

3.1. Building English- ASL corpus
The automated evaluation any translation system is based
on building a corpus. Proposed system evaluation
should be performed by building large English-ASL
corpus that contains English sentence with its
corresponding ASL sentence that is produced according
to ASL grammar rule. The corpus also contains
information about the POS tags for the sentences. The
corpus consists of more than one hundred pair of
sentences with its POS tag information. The corpus has
been built for evaluation purpose only.
Since there is no existence of standard ASL grammar
for free evaluation and comparing with the proposed
system, the method for evaluating the proposed grammar
will be available for future comparisons and evaluation
metrics. To enlarge the constructed corpus, it would be
time consuming, thus the corpus has been built for
evaluation purposes only, and in future, it may be
enlarged gradually over time to be a proposed standard
English - ASL corpus available for free use. The
English - ASL corpus that has been built for
evaluation purpose is used to find the output ASL
sentence corresponding to the English input sentence
that has been produced by applying the proposed ASL
grammar rules. Two evaluation factors would be used
are accuracy and time.
3.2. Accuracy Evaluation Factor
For comparing the output ASL sentence for the
proposed system with the ASL sentence of the corpus a
similarity measure has been needed. One of the most
common set similarity measures is the Jaccard
Similarity Index, which is based on a simple set
operations union and intersection. The standard Jaccard
Similarity equation is (Equ. 1), using this measure with
additional processing steps to find the evaluation
accuracy measure [Wil, 03].
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Jaccard Similarity Ratio =
Intersection(set A, set B) / Union
(set A, set B)
Equ(1)

a. Evaluation Processing steps
Several processing steps have been applied to get the
evaluation results. Algorithm (1) describes these steps.
a. 1 Algorithm (1): Evaluation process
Processing the input sentence to find the index of the most
similar sentence in the corpus.
Input: Input Sentence .
Output: The most similar sentence to the input one in
the corpus.
step (1): Get the input paragraph or sentence str =
readfile(sentence);
Step (2): Remove the punctuations from the input text
str1= remove-punctuations(str);
Step (3): Remove English Stop Words from the
sentence str2= remove-stop-words(str1);
Step (4): Convert the input sentence into tokens words=
tokenization(str2);
Step (5): Normalization process by converting each
token into Uppercase words-norm= Uppercase(words);
Step(6): Searching the corpus to compute the Jaccard
similarity ratio and finding the most similar one to the
input sentence.
Semilar-sent=get-sent(Jaccardmax(words-norm,corpussentences));
Step(7): Return Similar-sent;

If the input text was a paragraph or a text file that
contains several sentences, the algorithm has segmented
it into individual sentences dealing with them one after
another. The algorithm steps then would be applied to an
individual sentence.
After reading the input sentence, a process of
removing punctuations from the input sentence. After
that, removing English stop words (words that are
high frequency and low content like: but, is , or and
if). Then, the normalization step by changing each
letter in the sentence to its uppercase. Step (6) in the
algorithm is to open the corpus to find out the most
similar sentence in the corpus to the input sentence, the
most similar sentence is identified by computing the
Jaccard similarity.
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For each input sentence, Algorithm (1) have been
applied two times. First, applying the algorithm to find
the most similar English sentence in the corpus to the
input English sentence. Second, applying the algorithm
to find the most similar ASL sentence in the corpus to
the output ASL sentence that has been translated with
the proposed ASL grammar. The success case is to
return the same index in the two times. That means the
translation process has been performed correctly. It is
worth mentioning to know that most of the failure
cases belongs to that the test sentence does neither
exists in the corpus nor similar to any of the existence
sentence in the corpus. This problem could be challenged
by enlarge the corpus over time.

b. Experimental Results
Two types of experimental examples would be
considered. First, in order to explain the algorithm (1)
steps, an example of an English sentence would take
place to find practically the effect of each step. Second,
test text (group of test sentence) would be taken as input
and results would be discussed.

b.1. Input English Sentence
Giving English sentence as an input to the algorithm
and show the effect of each step. Input English
Sentence: "In the eighteenth century, it was often
convenient to regard man as a clockwork automaton."
Step (1): Get the input paragraph or sentence
str = "In the eighteenth century, it was often
convenient to regard man as a clockwork
automaton.";
Step (2): Remove the punctuations from the input text
str1= "In the eighteenth century it
was often convenient to regard
man as a clockwork automaton";
Step (3): Remove English Stop Words from the sentence
str2= "eighteenth century often convenient regard man
clockwork automaton";
Step (4): Convert the input sentence into tokens
words= ['eighteenth', 'century', 'often', 'convenient',
'regard', 'man', 'clockwork', 'automaton'];
Step (5): Normalization process by converting each
token into Uppercase
words-norm=['EIGHTEENTH', 'CENTURY', 'OFTEN',
'CONVINIENT', 'REGARD', 'MAN', 'CLOCKWORK',
'AUTOMATON'];
Step (6): Multiple sub steps, these sub steps may be
summarized as simple as possible to show only
stemming and lemmatizing processes.
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words-norm= ['EIGHTEEN', 'CENTURY', 'OFTEN',
'CONVINIENT', 'REGARD', 'MAN', 'CLOCKWORK',
'AUTOMATA'];
The list words-norm then would be matched with the all
English sentences in the corpus to find the most similar
one, and be returned as output.

b.2. Input Test Text
The results of the proposed ASL grammar are differ
according to number of sentences, words, and the
existence of the sentence itself or similar to it in the
corpus or not. Selecting sentences for testing operation
depends on whether the test sentences were the same
sentences of English-ASL corpus that has been build
for evaluation purpose or nearing them, or the test
sentences may be different of them. Different samples of
test sentences has been selected giving different results.
Table (1) and table (2) shows these different results.
Table (1) contains different cases ( English paragraphs)
that are selected carefully, such that, most of the
sentences in the paragraphs are similar to (not exactly
the same) the sentences that have been saved in the
corpus. Different sentences have been used, long
sentences and short ones with different number of words.

Table (2) shows the results for four cases in which
produces random samples of paragraph from the web.
Number of sentences is different from each case to
another as well as number of words. It is obvious that
the results in table (2) is less efficient than results in
table (1). That belongs to the randomly selected English
paragraph. Results in table (2) are still to be considered
somewhat good because they referred to varietal the
sentences that saved in the corpus. Such that there
exists only more than one hundred sentences (because
of the restricted time) and however that, the success
results (even if it was few) is considered to be good
mark that be given to both the grammar and the corpus.
According to results in both tables (1) and (2), each
sentence is either computed as success of failure. The
sentence computed as failure in one of two possibilities:

1.Couldn't find the similar sentence in the corpus.
2.Found an English sentence that is similar to the

Maximum Jaccard Similarity for English sentences
sometimes couldn't reach to (1.0), while for the ASL
sentences could always reach to the maximum
value(1.0), that belongs to the properties of ASL
sentences (chapter two and three) that made the ASL
sentences shorter than its equivalent English ones. The
Minimum Jaccard Similarity may be the minimum
value (0) for both English and ASL sentences, when
there exists failure sentences in some cases. The Total
Success Ratio, is the ratio that computed by dividing
the number of success sentences by the number of all
sentences for each case. The total success ratio may
reach to (1.0) if all the sentences success and have a
Jaccard similarity by finding its similar sentences
(English and ASL) in the corpus.
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failure sentence, but couldn't find the ASL
translation for it in parallel with the English one, or
vice versa.
According to the first possibility, the problem could be
solved by enlarging the English- ASL corpus to contain
more different sentences in order to find similar sentences
for all sentence as more as possible. The second
possibility is referring to an error in the grammar rules, or
in the parallel English-ASL corpus. It is worth
mentioning, according to all cases in the two tables (1
and 2) all failure sentences are belong to the first
possibility, that all failure sentences couldn't be found in
the corpus. That means, the grammar and the structure
of the corpus have not recorded any error cases.

b.3. Time Evaluation Factor
As any translation system, the proposed system would
be evaluated according to time factor. Since the system
contains three sequential stages, take with consideration
the time of each stage and the length of the sentence
(number of words and total number of characters in
the sentence).
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Table (3) shows the execution time of different samples
selected randomly. There is no large effecting to the
number of words or characters, that because each stage
consists of different sub stages that are required for all
sentences whatever its number of words or characters,
these sub stages such as stemming, tokenization,
lemmatization. Using NLTK provides time saving for all
of these operations. Fingerspell technique may not be
executed depending whether all the words of the
sentence existing in the large dictionary or not. In
addition to that, the number of words in the sentence
refers to English stop words also have been computed
(such as : a, the, to, in), while in most cases these words
may be deleted them in the first few sub stages. Number
of characters also encounters the spaces and the
punctuations.
The execution time recorded in table (3) represents
the execution time of the main processing steps
without displaying time, since the display time depend
on additional factors, such as type of processor used and
screen resolution and other technical factors. Using
Python programming language has the main contribution in
producing these results.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 Conclusion

1. Using the NLTK for NLP in order to obtain the POS
tags of the sentence resulting into trusted system in
shorter time.

2. If an error has been found in the translated system, it
may caused by the small error ratio of the NLTK
toolkit during finding the POS tags.

between the two languages must be used. Since
ASLMT system are not wide distributed, there is
no English _ ASL corpus that is available and free
to use. In order to evaluate the system, the need of
such corpus has been appeared. Building English _
ASL corpus for evaluation purpose may be an
efficient method, this corpus contains pairs of
English _ ASL sentence in addition to the POS tags
for each sentence.
7. Using list of videos to display the ASL sentence has
its advantage and disadvantage. The advantage, is
by using video, there is no need to Know the
nonmanual signs as well as orientation, movement
and emotions. All of these factors have been
recorded as a movie for each word. The
disadvantage of using videos , its display time
depend on additional factors, such as type of
processor used and screen resolution and other
technical factors. In addition to the needing of high
quality storage for the large dictionary such that
saving video for each word.
4.2 Future Work

1.It is very good if the system could be available on the
web in order to be for free use by deaf communities.

2.The system

may be improved to used for
translation in specific subject, such as: weather
forecasting, football matches. Such specification will
make the vocabularies more limited, thus the error ratio
will be small.
3.Developing the English _ ASL corpus by enlarging it
with adding different sentences over time.
4.Selecting different way for displaying ASL sentence,
such as animation. That needs saving multifactor for
each ASL word, such as movement, orientation,
emotions and other non manual signs. Using these
factors in causing moving of signing avatar
graphically.
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